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Oldest College
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(Weekly Student Newspaper)

NOTICE

Rhodes Awards For 1938-39
To Be Made Next
December

WINTER PARK, FLORIDA, WEDNESDAY, MAY 19, 1937

%^

Royal Greeting's After Britain's Coronation

(Complete Campus Coverage)

NOTICE
Registration will take place
all this week.
As New Students register in
the Fall before Old Students,
the only way to hold places in
classes is by this Preliminary
Registration.
Upper Division students who
are planning no changes must
check with Miss Treat. All
Lower Division students and
Upper Division students who are
planning changes, should make
out schedules with Advisors and
file them with Miss Treat.

The annual Alumnae Senior
Banquet is to be held Wednesday evening. May 19, in the
College Commons. This is an
annual event at which the Alumnae Council honors the members
of the graduating class.
Bob Robertson, '34, is to be
the toastmaster. Mr. Robertson
is a member of the X Club and
is now serving on the Alumnae
Council.
i

NUMBER 30

SIXTY SENIORS
JUNE SECOND
Twenty-five Per Cent Come
From Outside Of
Florida

NOVEMBER IS DEADLINE

17 STATES REPRESENTED

Basis Of Selection Is Listed
Below

Rt. Rev. Oldham Will Give
Baccalaureate

According to the Will of Cecil
John Rhodes, 32 scholarships, tenahle at the University of Oxford, are
assigned annually to the United
States. Each appointment is made
for two years in the first instance,
with a possible third year, which
can be spent at any university in
Europe, for those whose record at
Oxford and whose plan of study
make such an award possible. No
restriction is placed upon a Rhodes
Scholar's choice of studies. The
stipend is fixed at 400 pounds a
year (approximately $2,000).
The competition for Rhodes
Scholarships is organized by states
and districts. There are eight districts of six states each. Upon
recommendation hy his college or
university, a prospective candidate
may apply either in the state in
v/hich he resides or in the state in
which he has received at least two
years of his college education by
the time of application. Each
State Committee may nominate two
candidates to appear before the
District Committee, and from the
12 men appearing before it the
District Committee may select 4
to represent their states at Oxford.
The qualities which Rhodes specified in his will as forming the basis
of selection are: (1) literary and
scholastic ability and attainments;
(2) qualities of manhood, truth,
courage, devotion to duty, sympathy, kindliness, unselfishness, and
fellowship; (3) exhibition of moral
force of character and of instincts
to lead and to take an interest in
his schoolmates; (4) physical
vigour as shown by interest in outdoor sports or in other ways.
Some definite quality of distinction, whether in intellect, character or personality, or in combination of them, is the most important requirement for a Rhodes
(Continued on page 2, col. 5)

Are

Chosen From Among
Majors In Social
Sciences

120

ACTIVE

CHAPTERS

Acher, Liberman, Lyman,
Rich and Skinner Elected
Friday evening. May 21, 1937,
the Florida Delta Chapter of Pi
Gamma Mu Fraternity will initiate
five new members in the Frances
Chapel of the Knowles Memorial
Chapel. This organization is an
honorary fraternity which was established for the purpose of rewarding those who do good work
in some field of social science. The
members of this society are elected for ideals of scholarship, scientific attitudes and methods, and
active interest in social questions.
At Rollins the members are chosen
from among the majors in Social
Sciences who are in the Upper Division by the present members of
the Society.
Nationally this fraternity is
quite influential and counts among
its members some of the outstanding educators in the country. There
are one hundred and twenty active
chapters of the Society in the
United States of America which
boast of about nineteen thousand
seven hundred and thirty members.
Locally, there are sixteen student
and nine faculty members.
The following will be initiated
in the Frances Chapel at 7:30
o'clock Friday evening: Mary
Acher, Frederic Liberman, Howard
Lyman, John Rich, Elizabeth SkinAfter the initiation next year's
officers will be elected.

Proud moment was this tor Kmg George VI and Queen Elizabeth, new rulers ot the British empire,
as they stepped to the balcony of Buckingham palace, as shown in this remarkable radio photo, to
receive the acclaim of tens of thousands of subjects massed at the palace gates below. At the left,
Queen Elizabeth smiles broadly, while in front of her, Princess Elizabeth, wearing a miniature crown,
seems to be enjoying the ovation, too. In the center stands the Queen Mother. Mary, severely dignified, and before her, Princess Margaret Rose.w The king, in full regalia, wearing the state crown,
stands sober under the emotion of the moment. Crowned ruler over half the habitable surface of the
elobe, George's coronation was the greatest in British history.

SPRAGUE CUNIEST
10 BE THURSOA!
Sponsored By Pi Phis, And
Phi Delta Thetas
FIRST PRIZE IS $15
The Sprague Oratorical Contest
will be held next Thursday evening. May 20, at 8:15 in the Annie
Russell Theatre. This contest is
sponsored annually at this time of
year by Pi Beta Phi Sorority,
which originated it, and Phi Delta
Theta Fraternity.
It is named and presented in
memory of Dr. R. J. Sprague, and
is open to all college students. In
this contest are usually about ten
Rollins orators who are trained by
Dr, Pierce of the speech department, and these students may
speak on any subject they wish.
Their topics, however, must be of
vital interest to the people, and
must contain from 1000 to 1500
words.
The first prize for the best
speaker is $15, and the second
prize is $10. Last year the first
prize was won by Marita Stueve.

NEWS
Undercurrents
By DON BRADLEY

Spoke On "The Right of Perspective'*

The present Congressional tieup
reminds one very strongly of an
army that has lost its General, and
delightedly kicks up its heels in
mock-rebellion. The situation would
be laughable if it were not that
we are witnessing the earlier stages
of a Democracy's disintegration.
Pear-mongers are more plentiful
in a liberal Republic than in any
other state of government, but
theer remains a reason for this in
that these countries are delicately
attuned to the will of the people,
and any imagined attempt to reduce popular freedom arouses intense feeling.
When a Nation so far forgets its
prerogatives of liberty as to chuckle
inanely at the lawmakers for acting like a group of leaderless recruits, one may say that the time
has come for immediate awakening, or total indifference to the approach of an authoritorian State.
The average American citizen does
does not seem to see beyond his
own nose, and reacts to important
political changes as if he did not
know that a Demoracy's first line
troops are the voters, who must
guard against those misguided individuals who would speed the
country on the road to destruction
by efforts to consolidate the power
in fewer hands.

The sermon in the Knowles
Memorial Chapel on Sunday, May
16, was given by Dr. Kerrison
Juniper. Dr. Juniper was for many
years pastor of the great First
Congregational Church of St.
Petersburg and is now pastor of
the Union Church of Ormond.
Dr. Juniper's subject was, "The
Right of Perspective", and was
based around the idea that there
is plenty of color in a common day
if we are skilled with a perspective glass and can get the focus.
It is possible to make the plainest
things of everyday life beautiful.
The artist glorifies the country
trout brook just as the poet immortalizes the farmer boy.
The call to worship was lead by
William Page and Marian Galbraith read the Litany. The lessons were taken by Catherine Bailey and Siley Vario. The Rollins
Chapel Choir sang, "The Earth is
the Lord's" by Nikolsky.

The President obviously means
well by the Constitution, the United
States and the People, but he has
continued to abuse the sole reason
for the existence of his office. The
President is supposed to be a supersensitive reflector of the shifting
public opinions, and not a controlling director of them. He should
not be considered a Congressional
horsewhip, for the People should
change their Representatives to
suit their desires. When Congress
awaits the White House orders, it
must be admitted that temporarily,
at least, the Nation has become an
Autocracy.
Washington, May 17th, the Supreme Court proves without a
doubt that it will act in an unbiased manner on keynote Governmental policies if it believes them
to be constitutional. By approving
the unemployment insurance laws,
the Court has substantiated one of
the Administration's pet programs,
and this in the face of the President's marked opinion that the
Judicial branch of the United
States must be altered.
On Tuesday the Supreme Court
Revision Plan will go before the
Senate committee of approval with
little chance of recommendation by
that body, but Roosevelt insists
that the Bill be forced through
Congress, an odorous action in the
face of such pronounced opposition.
There will probably be an abortive attempt to create a compromise on the revision, a political
"mulligan stew" to please all tast(Continaed on page 2, col. 1)

For the last play of the 1936-37
Annie Russell Theatre season, it is
pleasant to record an unqualified
success. Martin Flavin's Broken
Dishes, presented by the Rollins
Student Players on April 14, gave
the director, actors, and all concerned with the production the opportunity to do truly excellent
work.
Broken Dishes is a light play,
with, a plot which probably does
not bear serious inspection in some
details; but the setting, characterizations, etc., provided splendid material for the available student talent. The actors were admirably
cast, and the productio.n as a whole
had a smoothness which at times
seemed to reach professionalism.
The audience enjoyed itself thoroughly, and received a charming
last impression of student dramatic
achievement for the year.
The action of the play revolves
around the lovable old mid-Westerner Cyrus Bumpsted, whose life,
with that of his three daughters,
has been smothered by the shadow
of his wife's former sweetheart—
"the one that got away"—Chester
Armstrong. The two elder daughters have grown into old maids
waiting, on their mother's advice,
for Chester Armstrong; the youngest, who privately thinks her father is better than her mother deserves, decides she prefers the messenger-boy sweetheart of her choice
to any hypothetical black-moustached hero. With the unforseen
help of an old family friend and
some hard cider, Elaine, the young-

FIFTEEN SENIORS
Davis Concludes Story of Southern
ENTEII BUSINESS
Trip To Get Specimens For Museum
The next morning we awoke slightly cramped but quite mosquitoT w o S e n i o r s P l a n T o Go I n t o
biteless. Dad took the water glass and went swimming in the pool,
F o r e i g n Service
but the water was so murky he couldn't see anything at the bottom.
We took another walk around the place and chased a couple of dragon
N I N E P L A N T O T E A C H flies but did not get them. Then up anchor and off to the mainland.
At Homestead we turned south
Twenty-five per cent of the 60
•n for Royal Palm Park. On fifteen minutes and then Dad figmembers of this year's gi-aduatway we stopped for a couple ured that that would satisfy him
ing class at Rollins are planning of butterflies. The ground there for a long time to come. While
to follow careers in business, Dean
the strangest kind. There is we engaged in this we listened to
Winslow S. Anderson revealed toy little sand at all, the whole a flock of about fifty Bobolinks
day after analyzing the afterface is bare limestone. It makes singing at once. A little beyond
graduation ambitions of the sen- difficult walking and running is there was another hammock and I
iors as submitted to their respec- not safe. Surprisingly though, went through it looking for tree
tive graduation committees.
this rough and craggy top lets snails. These snails climb up on
Twelve male members of the plenty of pines and some grass trees to live, coming down only to
lay eggs. They seem to prefer
class have selected business as grow in it.
Royal Palm Park itself is just trees with smooth bark. You walk
their after-graduation career and
couple of hammocks, called keys along looking for spots of color and
three women have made a similar
re, and more of the limestone then knock them off. I had spent
choice. In addition, two men plan
pineland. There is a lodge put up a little time doing some work on
to enter banking.
visitors and paths through one the ones that we had in the muNext in popularity is the career
of teaching which will attract six of the hammocks, named Paradise seum and when I found my first
women and three men, in addition Key. We saw the warden and then living one it was quite a thrill. I
to one young man who names spent half an hour along one of picked it up and it quietly let out
coaching in athletics as his job for the cool trails, getting some nice a lot of slime over my hand. And
butterflies. Here we ran into a the more I found, the slimier my
the immediate future.
Journalism and writing will at- mall flock of migrating Warblers hand got. When I had all that I
tract four men and three women, nd added to our list the orange could can-y I brought them back
two men and three women plan to and black Redstart, the black- to the car. They were mostly of
take up graduate work, four men throated blue warbler, and the one dark brown variety but there
will study law, and two women will black and white warbler, which were some white ones. Dad had
acts more like a nuthatch than a been off in another place and was
study medicine.
loaded with various insects.
The diplomatic and foreign ser- warbler.
We started on to Cape Sable,
When we were finished there we
vice of this country is the field
selected by two seniors, a man and rove on and soon came to a road, driving slowly, stopping every now
a woman. (Careers which appeal long each side of which grew a and then to see what we could pick
especially to women members of thick shrub. And getting nectar up along the way. Once we stop1 the blossoms were hundreds ped for some little white butterthe class include dramatics, by one;
music, one; nursing, two; peace of Red Admiral butterflies, Vanas- flies, only an inch across, that were
atalanta to you. So out we hard to catch. They flew in short
work, one; and social service, one.
Besides all these various lines of bounced and began catching Red rapid jerks, zig-zagging, and when
activity, one co-ed senior selects Admirals, here, there, and every- you put your net where they were,
where. We caught about thirty in
(Continued on page 2, col. 4)
as "marriage".
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OPAL PETERS
GIVE RECITAL
Miss Peters Is Pianist And
Miss Melcher is Violinist
In Conservatory
HELD AT WOMAN'S CLUB
Program Repeated at Daytona
Beach
Opal Nadine Peters, pianist, and
Ruth Elizabeth Melcher, violinist,
presented their Junior Recital in
the Woman's Club last Wednesday
evening.
Miss Melcher's first number was
the Sonata in E major of Handel.
The performance was very good
and interpretation excellent. The
violinist seems to understand classical style and form perfectly. The
only criticism is that the last movement was a bit inaccurate.
The popular and well-written
Partide in B flat major by Sebastian Bach began the pianist's contribution to the program. Miss
Peters seemed quite at ease in this
difficult selection and did fine
work. Parts of it were a little
hysterical but no one cared as
other things were so excellent. The
Ailemande was the most perfect
in detail.
The second violin group was nice
but a little over-burdened by the
classical. The violinist's tone was
very beautiful and it is a pity the
audience eould not keep more quiet.
Squeeky.chairs and cock-roaches
do not^ontribute a lot to a concert.
Rachmaninoff's brilliant Prelude
(Op. 23, No. 5) opened the last
piano group. Miss Peters played
it with a view to technical diffi(Continued on page 2, col. 5)

Rollins College will graduate a
class of sixty at Gommencement
Exercises on June 2, Dr. Winslow
S. Anderson, dean of the College,
announced.
Seventy-five percent of the seniors listed tentatively as candidates
for grraduation come from outside
Florida and represent seventeen
states.
Commencement Week, concentrated in a four-day period, opens
with the Baccalaureate Service
Sunday, May 30, when Rt. Rev.
G. Ashton Oldham, Episcopal
Bishop of Albany, N. Y., and father
of Miss M. Pen-y Oldham, a member of the graduating class, will
deliver the sermon.
At the Commencement Exercises
Wednesday morning, June 2, when
degrees are conferred upon the
class of 60, the address will be
given by Dr. Thomas Chalmers,
professor of history at Rollins College and Boston University. Dr.
Hamilton Holt, President of Eollins, will preside.
The tentative list of this year's
candidates for graduation follows:
Paul H. Alter, Richard J. Alter,
Hazel I. Bowen, John A. Pluno,
Aroxie Hagopian, Robert A. Spurr,
Winter Park; George Q. Miller,
Leesburg; Frances Hyer, Lillias A.
Parker, Claudelle L. McCrary,
Mary Jane Meeker, Grace Terry,
Tampa; Ruth E. Spruance, St.
Petersburg; John G. McKay, Jr.,
Miami Beach; Louise B. Macpherson, Jacksonville.
Also, Charles W. Allen, Jr.,
Glenview, Ky.; Chris Al Argyris,
(Continued on page 2, col. 3)

MEMBERSELEGIED
10 CAI AND FOX
AU But Three Older Members
Will Graduate

Patricia Guppy Reviews ^'Broken Dishes'^NEW
She Says It Is An Unqualified Success New
est girl, persuades Cyrus to rebel
against his wife's domination so
far as giving his consent to
Elaine's marriage; and the sudden
appearance of Chester Armstrong
in the flesh, as a runaway thief
and swindler, kills Mrs. Bumpsted's malignant dream and establishes Cyrus in his proper place as
head of his own household.
For the first time, we have had
the opportunity of observing the
work of Harry R. Pierce as director; and the impression created is,
that we shall be fortunate to see
more of it. Mr. Pierce has a great
gift for placing the right person
in the right part, and helping each
actor to make the most of his or
here individual talents in connection
with that role. The stage grouping, for the most part, bore the
mark of the good realistic director—that is, one did not notice it.
George Call, in the leading part
(as Cyrus Bumpsted), carried his
reputation for good acting still
higher, excelling even his other
starring role this year—that of the
Bishop in "The Bishop Misbehaves". This is no doubt partly
owing to the fact that his recent
portrayal suited him better—he had
a clearer grasp of the little details
of the character; but he seems also
to have actually increased in technique and comprehension since his
former appearance. In his remaining college years, Rollins audiences
should observe remarkable achievements by Mr. Call.
Alice Eliott, as Elaine Bump(Continued on page 2, coi. 6)

PLANS DECIDED ON

members will he elected to
the Cat and Fox society Thursday
evening in the Beanery. By popular vote of the girls the Cats are
elected and by th'e boys the foxes.
All but three of the older members
of this society will graduate this
year.
Dr. Holt worked hard to acquire
the Fox and the Cat as several
other parties were interested in
these novelties. Finally the owner
was persuaded to will the college
the statues. On the evening of the
erection the first meeting of the
society was held and the rules were
planned. Dean Enyart made the
mistake of violating these rules
and was thrown into the lake
along with several other violators.
That night the fox was stolen. The
search was begun to find the culprits and the statue. Finally the
fox was found buried near one of
the tennis courts. Every member
has sworn vengeance on the offender if ever caught.
The purpose of this society was
to add lightness to the life on the
campus, and a membership is a
humorous honor.
Two dinners will be given to the
members the following year. In
their recent meetings they have
resolved that in the coming years
the violaters of the rules will be
tried in a regular court in front
of the two statues.
The graduating members are:
Grace Terry, Louise Macpherson,
Dick Lee, Hank Lauterback, Steve
Bamburger, and George Miller,
leaving Katherine Bailey, Ruth
Blunden, Siley Vario and Horace
D'Ambrogio.

THE

TWO

NEWS
Undercurrents
By DON BRADLEY
(Continued from page 1, col. 4)

PROFESSOR RONEY
WIIL LEAO T
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GUPPY REVIEWS
"BROKEN DISHES"

Final Rites for 'Homecoming' Hindenburg Victims

(Continued from page 1, col. 6?

Group Will Spend Five Weeks
This should be regarded as a
In Paris

ers.
cheap and contemptible method of
Party Politicians to regain solidity
at the expense of the United States
of America.

The Basques are nearing extinction as the oldest race of civilized
people, their lines are being driven
in day after day, and though they
are fighting desperately to smash
the Rebel juggernaut, it seems certain that Bilbao will be captured.
There is a romantic history behind these Basques, a tale so
strange that it is almost unbelievable. They are direct descendants of the Cavemen who lived
in that mountainous country many
thousands of years ago, men who
fought to be left in peace and liberty by the warring nations surrounding them. Until now these
taciturn people have succeeded in
isolating themselves, even Spain
during its greatest period knew
better than to interfere with so
fierce a neighbor. Today the
Basques are not fightnig to aid the
Loyalists, but rather to preserve
their homes from destruction by
the Fascists, who would seize the
country for its economic wealth.
The Loyalist (lovernment is in
the throes of a last-ditch reorganization. Largo Cabellero, the retiring Premier has done a magnificent job in keeping the several factions united for as long as he has.
The Franco forces have the great
advantage of being consolidated
under one system, and if Madrid,
Valencia and Barcelona can not cooperate more closely, they will be
defeating themselves.
These are important days for
Labor. The Wagner Act has changed the whole American system,
and, at last, the American business
man will have to recognize the essential fact that Labor is as important as Capital. Unions are
not going to be the temporary
groups that they have been in past
times, they are going to expand
rapidly and take on the responsibility of a necessary factor in
American government. Capital has
held the stage as the star actor too
long, now we must have a sensible
plan to unite the worker and the
employer on a political basis.

SAILING TO BE JULY 14
Under the auspices of the French
Line, especial arrangements are
being made to facilitate travel to
France this summer on account of
the International Exposition at
Paris.
Professor Roney of the Rollins
French department has been authorized to contact people interestn visiting France or any part
of Europe, on French Line steamStudents, their parents, and
friends, can procure a round trip
to Havre, France, for $200, good
L any French Line ship.
Prof. Roney plans to take a
party on the "Normandie" sailing
July 14. His tour will visit Paris,
and will remain there for five
weeks, during which time visits will
be made daily to the Exposition,
and to all points of interest in
Paris and its surroundings. This
party will return on the "De>se", leaving France on Aug.
26, and returning to New York on
Sept. 3.
This special trip costs $335, including passport, visa, deck chairs,
American and French taxes, railroad fare to Paris, taxi, room and
d for five weeks, daily admisto the Exposition, and *'Carte
d'Identite" which permits half fare
all French railroads. The only
extra expenses are souvenirs and
laundry.
Tours will be arranged in Paris
for those who wish to travel in
Italy, Austria, Switzerland, Bel1, Holland, and England. These
tourists may return to America at
any chosen date, and all these countries can be visited for a short
stay at $160 extra.
Reservations must be made as
quickly as possible, for space on
all ships is very rapidly being exhausted. All details may be procured from Prof. Roney, whose
phone number is 331-M. The extreme value of taking advantage of
e amazingly low rates for a
derful cruise to Europe need
not be emphasized. This is really
the ideal summer to visit Paris,
pecially considering its unusual
exposition, and the fact that the
famous Eiffel Tower will be torn
down this coming Fall.

Omicron Delta Kappa Mary Jane Meeker
Holds Banquet And To Present Senior
Meeting On Tuesday
Recital In Theatre
This evening at 8:15 in the AnMembers of 0. D. K. held a bane Russell Theatre, Mary Jane
quet in the College Commons Tues- Meeker, 'cellist, will present her
day night. May 18.
or recital. The admission is
Following the banquet, a meet- free and the public is invited.
ing was held for discussion of tapThe program is as foUowsL
ping of Juniors for the coming
year.
Suite I pour violoncelle suel (BachPollain).
Prelude
Ailemande
Courante
Sarabande
Menuetto I
Menuetto II
Gigue
II
Menuetto and Trio from Sonata
THEATRE
I (Brahms).
Open 2 P. M.
35c-40c
Intermission.
Ill
Apres un Reve (Faure).
Ariette Oubliee (Debussy).
WEDNESDAY - THURSDAY
Serenade Espagnole (Glazounow).

BABY GRAND

Baker's Fifth
White Elephant Sale

•

I LOVE ..PLOUIS
HAYWARD

sted, the other leading role, was
as pretty, lovable and appealing as
a young heroine should be. Such
parts are always difficult, because
they present such a grave danger
of being sweetly nondescript; Miss
Elliot avoided this pitfall and gave
quite a subtle characterization of
the girl with the combined traits
of a dominating mother and an
easy-going, tolerant father. Praise
goes to Miss EHott and Mr. Schultz
jointly for charming little lovescenes, standing well above the
amateur average in smooth natu-

ALL

SPORT COATS
$9.95

Solemn service was this neld fo*
: i
••• •• \ .
pier
igible's explosion and crash at Lakehurst, N. J., nir base. Held on the liam
to Germany
in New York City, the services were administered preparatory to returning the bod
for burial. Only that ol Capt. Ernst Lehmann was held over, awaiting the
val of Mrs. Lehmann
from Berlin.

Miss Jane Forte To
Assist Miss Weber
In Women's Sports
The appointment of Miss Jane
Forte, of Newton Highlands, Mass.,
.ssistant in the Department of
Physical Education for Women at
Rollins College for next year, has
been announced. As assistant tc
of physical education for women,
Miss Marjorie J. Weber, director
Miss Forte will succeed Miss Doris
B. Leavitt.
Miss Forte will be graduated this
year from the Bouve Boston School
of Physical Education. This coming summer she will be associated
th Pine Log Camp in Luzerne,
N. Y., as a counsellor.

Sixty Senoirs Will
Be Graduated From
Rollins On June 2
(Continued from page 1, col. 7)

Air Corps Officer
To Address Rollins
Students This Week

BUICK

PONTIAC
Two Fine Cars

Plaids and checked patterns in fine wool jackets.
Just right if you're going
north.

FINE USED CARS

Orange
Buick-Pontiac Co.

at the corner, downtown

(Continued from page 1, col. 3)
they were somewhere else. During this stop we saw our only
swallow-tailed kite, a big black and
white bird. There is no more beautiful bird in Florida than this one,
seen as it glides over its wilderness.
At three-thirty we reached Flamingo, Cape Sable's largest city.
It consists of several cabins belonging to one family and in the
winter there is a camp of workers
there for the U. S. Department of
Agriculture, engaged in extermiting wild cotton. We ate lunch,
not having bothered with it before,
identified some terns and started
back.
Arrived in Miami before dark,
and crossed over to Miami Beach.
I had been pretty much asleep when
I came through it on the way down'
I did my sight-seeing now. We
got to Palm Beach at nine and
went over to West Palm Beach.
It looked much more familiar by
night. When we arrived at Jupiter, we went after shells at once,
but the beach had changed since
the last time and there were few.
The wind was blowing briskly so
laid down on the sand. «That
was all the wind was waiting for,
and it withdrew, leaving us to the
sandflies. We slept in the car
again.
Next morning there were still
3 shells so we went to the north
de of the inlet and found lots bf
them. We spent a productive hour
and got several bags full. Drivg north we stopped a couple of
times for more shells till we could
no longer follow the beach. Then
we traveled on to Melbourne and
turned inland. When we came to
the Lake Washington road we
went up that. By the time we got
there it was very threatening and
; of the thousands of ibises
and egrets were around. Going back
stopped and Dad waded for a
while in a ditch collecting freshwater mussels for the museum in
Cambridge. It was sprinkling now,
so we headed for home. We added
two more birds to our list in Winter Park, making a total of ninetythree in all. My bed was most
comfortable that night.

Newark, N. J.; Kenneth P. Solos, Caldwell, N. J.; Richard G.
Tully, Glen Ridge, N. J.; M. Jane
Axline, Lancaster, 0.; Ruth A.
Myers, Uhrichsville, O.; E. Paul
roe, Jr., Galion, O.; Bonar D.
Collinson, Scobey, Mont.; Ruth M.
Connor, New Orleans, La.; Phyllis
N. Dorr, Newport, N. H.; Paul R.
Parker, Boscawen, N. H.; Miriam
L. Gaertner, Wilkes-Barre, Pa.;
Henry H. Garrigues, Jr., Williamsport, Pa.; Dorothy M. Manwaring,
Jenkintown, Pa.; Ralph H. Gibbs,
Springfield, Mass.; Theodore B.
Klebsattel, Brookline, Mass.; Carroll C. Goodwin, Edenton, N. C ;
John A. Nichols, Asheville, N. C ;
Violet G. P. Halfpenny, Fairfield,
; Marjorie White, Birmingham, Ala.; Marcelle H. Hammond,
and Sally 0. Hammond, Westerly,
R. I.; Jeannette Lichtenstein, Clayton, Mo.; Laura Louise Lincoln,
Marion, Va.; Elizabeth Mower,
Ironton, Mich.
Also, Steven H. Bamberger, Jack
M. Barrington, Joseph M. Lichtenstein, Norman J. MacGaffin, New
York, N. Y.; Bryant H. Prentice,
Jr., and Arthur H. Brownell, Buffalo, N. Y.; M. Perry Oldham and
Elizabeth V. D. Munson, Albany,
N. Y.; Robert McA. Caten, Governeur, N. Y.; F. Alleyne Grimmer,
Hempstead, L. I., N. Y.; Helene J.
Keywan, Ossining, N. Y.; Richard
H. Lee, Pelham Manor, N. Y.;
Nelson Marshall, Yonkers, N. Y.;
Frances E. Perpente, Windham, N.
Y.; Thomas W. Pope, Westbury,
L. I., N. Y.; Jane C. Willard, Clinton, Conn.; Murray G. Slosburg,
Norwich, Conn.; Henry S. Lauterback, Saugatuck, Conn.; Elizabeth
Major General George V. H.
S. Guinan, West Hartford, Conn.; Moseley, of the United States War
Carol Valentine, Stafford Springs, Department, is sending an Air
Conn.
Corps officer to Rollins College to
address the student body. He will
confer with individuals or groups
with the view to stimulate interest
in and how to obtain application
for Flyng Cadet training in the
air corps.
Any one who is interested should
confer with Dean Enyart some time
this week.

Values to $15

R,C. BAKER, INC

DAVIS COLLECTS WPA
FOR MUSEUM

Federal Theatre Project WiU
Award Regular Fee
CLOSES

SEPTEMBER 1

A contest for an original full
length play by any regularly enrolled student in an American college has recently been announced
by the WPA Federal Theatre Project and its National Collegiate
Advisory Committee.
The last day for submitting the
manuscripts will be September 1,
1937, and although there is no restriction of theme, a direct observation of contemporary American
life will be preferred.
The usual WPA Federal Theatre rental fee of fifty dollars a
week will be paid the winning
playwright, and the WPA Federal
Theatre guarantees to produce the
prize-winning play for at least one
week. However, if attendance warrants, the run will be extended.
The judges selected for the contest are: Hallie Flanagan, National Director of the WPA Federal Theatre Project; Hiram Motherwell, Chairman, Play Policy
Board; Francis Bosworth, Director,
Play Bureau; in addition to these
there are two representatives from
the National Collegiate Advisory
Committee to be selected.
Additional information and rules
governing the contest may be obtained by wi'iting: Educaton Center, WPA Federal Theatre, 122
East 42nd St., New York City.

Ruth Melcher And
Opal Peters Give
Junior Recitals
(C!ontinued frcm page 1, col. 6)
culty and this is not unusual as it
is no easy ditty to plow through.
The Debussy Les Sons et les Parfums Tournent dans I'Air du Soir
was exquisite, form, style and personality being integrated. The
program closed with Valse-Caprice
No. 4 of Strauss, arranged by Philipp.
Miss Peters also accompanied the
violinist in a thoroughly acceptable manner.
Thursday evening of last week
the artists repeated their program
in Daytona Beach, Florida. The
only change being the addition of
the Grieg piano concerto executed
by the pianist.

Rhodes Awards Are
Open To Students
Until November 6
(Continued from page 1, col. 1)
Scholarship. Financial need does
not constitute a special claim for
consideration.
For a candidate to be eligible for
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Frances Hyer, in the unsympathetic part of Jenny Bumpsted,
Cyrus' wife, fittingly completed her
fine record of dramatic work at
Rollins—^work that has always been
on a consistent upgrade. Her recent role could easily have been
over-acted; but Miss Hyer succeeded in bringing out its fine points,
and at the same time keeping its
correct value in relation to the
other characters.
Bonar Collinson, another veteran
of the student dramatics group,
added one more successful portrayal to his record with the characterization of Sam Green. Mr. Collinson's great asset is his easy
stage presence and theatrical savoir faire—even in the midst of
side-whiskers!
William Schultz, as Elaine's
sweetheart Bill Clark, demonstrated an example of theatrical work
which can be done better by the
right amateur thoroughly enjoying
his part, than by a professional.
In this case, the role could not
have been better suited to the actor, and Mr. Schultz's own personality gave his lines a naive charm
which endeared him to the audience throughout.
A newcomer to the A. R. T.
stage, George Krouse, gave an excellent portrayal of the Rev. Dr.
Stump, and displayed some qualities which should make him an asset to Student plays in the future—
among them a singularly arresting
and pleasing voice.
Siley Vario's part, Chester Armstrong, though important in the
plot, was comparatively unimportant in the action. Mr. Vario filled
it conscientiously and well, however, aided by wonderful villainous
make-up.
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39 East Pine St.
Orlando

Y

this scholarship, he must be a male
citizen of the United States and
unmarried, be between the ages of
nineteen and twenty-five on October 1, 1938, and have completed at
least his Sophomore year by the
time of application.
Applications must be in the
hands of the Secretary of the State
Committee not later than Nov. 6,
1937.
Selections will be made by
State Committee on Dec. 16 and 18,
and by District Committees on Dec.
20, 1937. Scholars elected in this
competition will enter the University of Oxford in October, 1938.
If any Rollins student is interested in further information or application blanks, he should apply
to Professor Buel Trowbridge as
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OPEN ON JUNE23
School of English Founded By
Dr. Grover
IS AFFILIATE OF DUKE
The Blowing Rock School of
English, which was founded three
years ago by Dr. Edwin O. Grover,
professor of books at Rollins College, will open its third session on
June 23 as an affiliate of Duke
University, Dr. Grover has announced.
The 1937 session will run until
August 4. The purpose of the
school is "to provide courses in the
field of English that will meet the
needs of teachers in high schools,
normal schools and colleges who
are seeking professional advancement, as well as those who are primarily interested in the various
phases of creative writing."
The Blowing Rock School of
English is said to be the only speialized summer school of Ehglish
in the Middle South.
Dr. Fred Lewis Pattee, professor of American literature, and
Willard Wattles, professor of English and journalism, both of Rollins College, will join the staff of
the school this year, Dr. Grover has
announced. Edwin Granberry, author, and associate professor of
English a t Rollins, who was a
member of the faculty last year,
is tentatively slated to return to
give several courses.
Other members of this year's
faculty will be Dr. Frank Clyde
Brown, professor of English literature, Duke University; Theda Kenyon, Brooklyn, N. Y., poet; John
W. Gunnell, dramatist, playwright
and director; Burges Johnson, head
of the Department of English,
Union College, Schenectady, N. Y.;
Herschel Brickell, literary editor
of the New York Evening Post;
Charles B. Driscoll, editor-in-chief
of the McNaught Newspaper Syndicate; Kathleen Morehouse, the
novelist; and Gilbert Maxwell, the
poet.
The administrative officers are
Dr. Grover, director; Dr. Brown,
dean of the faculty; Frances Grover, registrar; and Virginia Joyce
Willis, director of recreation.
The academic affiliation of the
school with Duke University means,
Dr. Grover has announced, "that
those courses offered by the School
of English which have been 'approved for graduate credit' by the
Duke University Council on Graduate Instruction, will count toward
a master's degree in English,
which will be conferred subject to
the usual requirements for such a
degree a t Duke University."
Classes will be held this year in
the new Blowing Rock High School
building. Courses will be given in
the short story, manuscript criticism, play writing, play production, the art of writing poetry, contemporary poetry, and new American literature.
"The Teacher's
Workshop" with the entire faculty
participating at intervals in a
round table discussion, is a special
feature of the program planned
for this summer's session.

May 19, 1937
Rollins College
Winter Park, Fla.
Dear RoUins College Students:

Time for graduation presents itself with the
thought of graduation presents. What to give? Where
to get it?
DICKSON-IVES is the finest place you could go to
select your gifts and the talented sales attendants
will empty every drawer and case—if necessary—to
help you find the appropriate gift for graduation.
The old sleuth realizes that graduation gifts, present a great difficulty to the giver, but let the old
sleuth give you some good sound advice. There is
absolutely no sense straining your brain power any
further. Don't wait until you get home and throw
the whole problem into Mother's lap, but just drop
over to DICKSON-IVES and with little or no effort
you, and your friend for whom the gift is intended,
will be more than pleased, and particularly significant, is the DICKSON-IVES label.

A ROLLINS COLLEGE SHOPPER
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Vi^eight Of Stars Tells Of
Length Of Their Existence
By BRUCE McCREARY
In last week's article I attempted to explainn the possible "heatdeath" of the universe by the theory that a time goes on, all mass
is changed into radiation, and this radiation ; changed into the lowest possible form of energy. Conversely, as re go backward in time
the total weight of the universe must
The present weight of some of
the stars seem to show that, as
off little energy in comparison
stars, they could not have existed
with their masses. The great nebfor more than some 5 or 10 mil- ula of Andromeda has the weight
lion years. It has been proven that of 3500 million suns, and yet gives
huge nebulae break up to form only the light of 660 million suns.
new stars ;is it not reasonable to A simple mathematical calculation
believe that the whole galactic sys- shows that the expectation of life
tem was formed by the breaking of the Andromeda nebula is still
up of a single huge nebula ? This some 100 million million years.
statement is comparable to saying This figure canont be taken as very
that all the stars were created at exact, but it gives some idea of
one time. In opposition to this the length of matter in the nebular
that has been ^t^jg ^^^^^.^ -^ -^ ^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^
theory
the
favoured hy some astronomers, that
new stars are being created all the
It is clear, however, that we
time, that a new "generation" is at cannot go back into time forever.
all times ready to take the place Each step back involves an increase
of an older one as it dies out. This in weight, and very evidently, we
would compare the galactic sys- must stop before this weight betem to the system of man on earth. comes infinite. However, it is just
There is always a continual line of as evident that the universe caninfants being born to take the place not have existed for ever. It seems
of the adults as the die out.
quite possible that we can assign
Present observations do not de- an upper limit to its age as about
cide definitely between the two, 200 million million years. But
but science seems to frown upon where ever we fix this limit, it is
the "steady stream" view. The definite that the next step back
ages of stars are determined by must bring us to a point where one
their weights and luminosities. single event, or series of events,
These luminosities are not found brought matter, which previous to
to conform with the laws that that time did not exist, into exiswould govern a steady stream of tence. Energy of any wave length
stars. There seem to be very few less than 1.3x10-13 cm. might coninfant or ancient stars, they all ceivable crystallize into electrons
seem to be of middle-age, which and protons, and finally form
goes far toward the simultaneous atoms and molecules.
theory of the birth of the stars.
However, we may remove this
The condition of the sun in regards
improbable picture by insisting
to heat, weight and luminosity
that it is foolish for space and time
seems to fit favorably with the
to have existed before matter exage of from 5 to 10 million million
isted, so that it becomes meaningyears assigned to most of the
less to speak of time and space
other stars. It is quite reasonable
and matter inseparably except as a
to believe, then, that the birth of
single system, each one impossible
the stellar system was the nearwithout the other two. This gives
ly complete break-up of one huge
the universe finite limits in both
nebula this 5 or 10 million million
time and space, and to try to
years ago.
think how the whole thing began
This astounding time is nearly is like trying to imagine the creaas far as we can go back in time tion of a picture by an artist by
plausibly. The atoms which now merely going to the edge of the
exist in the stars must undoubted- canvas. The creation of the unily have existed in the nebula be- verse lies as much outside the unifore it broke up, but in what form
the creation of the picti
we do not know. It is highly prob- ^j^^ outside the picture. This theoable that the temperatures at the ^^ brings us very close to the
centers of the present day nebulae | philosophical systems which
are so high as to strip the molethe whole
culs free of their atoms, and the thought in the mind of the Creaatoms free of their electrons. The tor, thereby reducing all thought
centers of these nebulae seem to and discussion of material creaexist as "white-dwarfs" on a major tion to a futility.
scale; extremely hot, but giving
These speculations are entirely
outside of the realm of the astronomer of today. It is enough
Engraved Calling Cards
for him to try to find mathematical formulae which will predict
100 for $1.65 and up
what will happen under any given
Rytex Stationery—May Special
circumstances; it is up to the
rhe Rollins Press Store, Inc. philosopher to determine, if he can,

Washed - Polished- Greased
Get your car completely serviced
Travel More for Less

Baggett's Standard Station

Day of vast historic importance was tbls, Sept 17, 1787» as members of the Constitutional convention presented the finished document, the Constitution of the United States, to George Washington. Portraying Washington, center, with cape, and the other memberi
of the convention, this panel hangs In the Archives building in Washington today.
PHILADELPHIA. — S p r i n g Maryland were on hand; on the of public service. On May 28, already begun to creak badly
dawned late hi this Quaker 31st Georgia, and finally on July the doors were shut and the con- and the new structure must b«
City in 1787, just 150 years ago. 23, New Hampshire's two dele- stitutional convention was offl- made secure.
The roads were drowned in mud gates. They had tried for weeks cially under way. Decades were
they builded, and the final
and storms kept ships in the har- to raise sufficient expense money to pass before the world was to ^COdocument
signed on that
bor. It was altogether an inop- to make the journey. And Rhode learn the substance of the de- last day of thethey
convention, Sept.
portune setting for what was to Island, severely independent to bates in that historic session.
The long summer of 1787 17. 1887, was the Constitution of
become one of the greatest con- the last, never did send a delepassed and still the battle raged the United States—one of the
stitutional conventions of all gation.
It was an Interesting group in Independence Hall. Records most amazing instruments ever
time.
that comprised the quorum ol of the great convention, revealed conceived. With various amendCame Monday, May 14, the that first session on May 25. True afterward, showed that there ments, it has lasted a century
date when the convention of the cross-section of American life of
was hot debate on many points: and a half, through war and
13 states was to have assembled, that day, it numbered politicians, What should be the respective peace, through depression and
but there was no quorum. business men, lawyers, and even powers of the President and the prosperity, and the nation still
Weather held most of the dele- speculators. There were 55 In Congress? Should Negro slave? anchors to it.
gations back and fainthearted- all, most of them still in the full be counted as a basis for repIn a world of modern dictaness detained the remainder. vigor of life. Six were under 31, resentation in Congress? How torships, it still guarantees freeTraveling by degrees from his two were 25 and 26 respectively. should the balance of power be- dom m religion, press, speech,
Mount Vernon estate, George Franklin, then 81, was the tween large and small states bt assembly and petition.
Washington, now retired, was in- "grand old man" of the conven- maintained, and many othei
Washington wrote to a friend
questions of equally vast impor- late in that momentous year of
terrupted at every village by tion.
tance and future consequence.
1787:
demonstrations of warm public
"I wish the Constitution which
approval.
The Republic faced a crisis,
TMMEDIATELY on convening,
is offered had been more perfect;
By May 25, Virginia, Pennsyl- •"• delegates chose George Wash- that grave summer of 1787, and but I sincerely believe it is the
vania, New York, New Jersey, ington to preside over their de- the men behind those locked best that could be obtained at
Delaware and North and South liberations in the then new In- doors rose above themselves to this time." That was the spirit
Carolina delegations had arrived. dependence Hall. And with that meet it. They realized mere in- behind the great document—the
Three^ days later, on the 28th, post, though he did not know it dependence did not make a na- spirit of human understanding.
Massachusetts, Connecticut and then, was to go eight more years tion. The old confederation had

Unlimited Cuts Are
Given To Student
At U. of Rochester
When lectures proved too dry to
satisfy his thirst for knowledge,
Seth Shaver, a junior at the University of Rochester, decided to do
something unconventional.
Because he figured he could
learn much more by doing private
research and reading, Shaver asked for an unlimited "cut" permission. Tw'o professors, taking into
account his high grades, excused
him from all lectures .
For more than a month he attended classes only to take regular examinations of the courses
and has passed them all with
plenty to spare.
^^_^_^^_^_^_
just what is the rhyme or reason
for the things that happen^
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NOTICE
In order to avoid conflicts on
the College Calendar, it is desirable that all college events be
scheduled well in advance.
The College Calendar for
1937-38 is being prepared now,
and if any member of the faculConcludes Series; To Be Held ty, staff or student body wishes
At Five O'clock in Chapel
to reserve a date for any event
next year which concerns the
PAGE TO BE SOLOIST College, it should be done now.
The Organ Vesper program this It is Dean Anderson's plan to
afternoon at B o'clock in the Chapel assign dates for next year's
will conclude the series for this Calendar before College closes
year, Prof. Siewert has announced. this term. Anyone wishing to
The soloist on this program will reserve a date for any college
be William Page, student baritone. event during 1937-38, should
The entire program will be as send a memorandum to Dean
Anderson or Miss Eastwood by
follows:
1. Fugue in G minor (Bach), May 21.
(requested).
2. Suite, Mountain Sketches (a)
Jagged Peaks in the Starlight,
(b) Wind in the Pines, (c) Canyon
Walls, (Clokey).
3. Solo by William Page, baritone.
4. The Flight of the Bumble
Bee (Rimsky-Korsakow).
B. Chanson de Mai (Borowski).
6. Finale from Symphony VIII
The
(Widor).
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Only 13 More Days

fight to establish himself in practice. The cast included only three
members, Grace Fazen, Jacli Sharp
and Margo Colvin.
The play was presented under
the direction of Miss Frances Hyer.

At the all college assembly this
morning the students of the Dramatics Department presented a
one act comedy, with a light, fast
moving plot. It unfolded the real
life of a young doctor just out of
college with no mogey, and his

Orange Laundry & Acme-Colonial
Cleaners

HOUGH'S
FOOD MARKET

I was very interested to read in
the last issue of the Sandspur of
the "tradition of dishonor" at Rollins College. It seems to me that
the criticism is not only unjust but
also shows a great deal of bitteron the part of the writer
probably caused by a personal
grievance and not based on general
observation.
-. course there is some cheating. But it is the exception rather
than the rule and it is very seldom
that the "cheater" finds his name
the honor roll or in one of the
honor societies. I admit there is
dishonesty shown in the survey
ses but it is certainly the duty
of the professor to recognize a paper which is handed in more than
. If the professor would reprimand a student for handing in a
paper which he realizes has been
led before, he would probably
have no more trouble. The news
would soon spread that you could
not put anything over on Professor
and no one would try to.
Out side of the survey courses I
have seen very little cheating.
Most students have too much
respect for their professor, and are
too interested in their courses to
think about being dishonest. If a
student is not interested in any of
his classes and does not care how
he gets by, he usually does not
bother to come to class and he soon
finds himself on his way home no
onger a member of the Rollins
student body.
If the writer of last week's
"Student Opinion" feels he has
been cheated out of a high position because of another's dishonesty, I would suggest that he, himself, work a little harder and not
blame his failure on others.
A STUDENT.
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rightly quelled, is about the only case of real
spirit and cooperation that has been eviStudents denced this year. Even the dignity and indifference of the upperclassmen were jarred
for a few days by this uprising. They manFOLLOWING aged to-get stirred up for a long enough
period to put the freshmen in their place.
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Unassuming yet mighty, sharf and. fointed-, welltf:itnded yet many sided, assiduously tenacious, yet
ts gritty and energetic as its name imflies, victorious in single combat and therefore without a
feer, wonierfully
attractive and extensive in circulation : all these will be found ufon
investigation
to be among the extraordinary
qualities of the
SANDSPUR.

This arousing of interest on the part of
the upperclassmen was short-lived and we
soon lapsed back into a blaze condition. This
was bad enough but the worst part of it is
that the freshmen have fallen into the ways
of their seniors. They now have just as little interest and participate in campus activities as infrequently as do those of us who
have been here longer.

1935
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Distributor of

It may be t h a t it is too late to instill any
real college spirit in those of us who are here
now, but there ought to be some way to keep
alive the.keen interest and desire to do something with which most freshmen enter Rollins. This wish to get into things is probably
the greatest advantage that entering students possess and it seems too bad that after
spending a year here they acquire the slightly bored attitude of the student body in general.

(jolle6iate Di6est
Member: Winter Park Chamber of Ci
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Publication Office:
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Most of us don't seem to care to get out
and display any enthusiasm or act as if we
might be interested in something worthwhile
for fear of being called Joe College or a file
Subscription Price: By mail anywhere in the boner. Anyone indulging in a burst of school
United States $1.50 a term (12 weeks), $2.60 for spirit or who sets out to do something of a
vwo terms, or $3.00 for the full college year.
serious nature usually falls into one of the
above categories in the minds of his fellow
students.
ot March 3, 1879.
It is too bad that we haven't some of the
pep and vitality which the high school stuEDITORIAL STAFF
dents possess. They may be prep-schoolish,
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There has been a good deal of agitation
Peggy Whiteley, Bruce McCreary. Seymour Ballard,
•\ViIliam Davis, George Fuller, Mary Jane Meeker, and discussion recently about an honor sysWendell Davis.
tem at Rollins. Upon inquiry it was found
that Rollins has no specific or definite method for dealing with dishonesty. Rather, RolWhyt
lins works upon the assumption that honor
is a personal matter and takes it for granted
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Footnotes

Why Not At Rollins?

(^ditb^qats
Spirit
While attending the final game of the
High School Baseball Tournament on last
Saturday afternoon the Editor was much im
pressed by the pep and enthusiasm displayed
by the students of the two schools which
were playing. The grandstand was packed
with high school students from New Smyrna
and Hillsboro High and the noise they made
could be heard on the campus. There was
no question or doubt in anyone's mind that
these students desired a victory for their
school. They were yelling just as loudly and
strongly in the ninth inning as they were
during the first.
Such spirit has not been seen in the grandstand at Harper-Shepherd Field this year.
At our college ball games there are usually
more townspeople inside the ball park than
there are Rollins students. Those students
who do attend, for the most part, sprawl out
and watch the game with a bored and apa
thetic look. They seem to feel that it is beneath their dignity and station to give a
little encouragement to the players or to at
least look as if they were having a good time.
It is not only in baseball that this bored
indifference and lack of support is noticeable
but also in all other college activities. There
is definitely a lack of pep and enthusiasm
here at Rollins. We are supposed to be part
of the Rollins Family, but it does not appear
as if we had much family spirit.

With an honor system of this sort there
can be only two reasons for failure. Either
the quality of the students is such that in
order to pass courses it is necessary for them
to cheat, or no appeal, sufficiently strong,
has been made to their personal honor which
would make cheating taboo. Since a great
deal of cheating is evidently done in the survey courses it is to the freshman class t h a t
we look for the causes^ of the failure of the
so-called honor system here at RoUins. At
the same time we are aware that the freshmen are not the only guilty ones. According to the psychological examination given
at various colleges it has been found that this
year's Rollins freshmen are on the average
of high calibre in mental abilities and superior to more than 80 per cent of the average
freshman in other colleges. Thus it seems
obvious that the freshman students at least
don't cheat because they have to pass
courses. The reason must therefore lie in
the fact of the student body and faculty
either close their eyes to cheating or accept
it as inevitable.
Just what method should be employed to
build up a student and faculty opinion which
would condemn dishonesty rather than condone it is a difficult question. Should the
students establish an honor court with power
of punishing those who cheat? Should one
of the duties of the "Rat" committee be to
appeal at the beginning of each year to the
honor of the incoming students to make
them honor conscious? Should the faculty be
requested to act as policemen for a while in
order to make cheating impossible? Should
the student council or the student-faculty
discipline committee be required to look into
the situation? All these questions are debatable. It is not for the Sandspur to pass
judgment upon any of them.

Most of us are too busy going our own
way, working on whatever we are interested
in, and associating with a small group of
close friends to notice what others on the
Only one thing seems certain. If the stucampus are doing. If we do trouble ourdent body of Rollins wants to curb dishonesselves to notice, we do not show any interest.
ty by establishing an honor system t h a t
It is not affecting us directly so why should
would work, it is up to them to express this
we bother?
desire. If they want an honor system it is
Practically everyone, however, is willing up to them to establish one. It can be done!
to pause long enough in their own personal
pursuits to offer destructive criticism to any
idea or proposal that is put forth. No one
is at all reticent about saying what is wrong
with the idea or proposal. They are more
than willing to say that it won't work or that
it is prep-schoolish, or that it is unsophistiOn last Wednesday amid much pomp and
cated. We are all prepared to tear down but
ceremony the new King of England was
constructive criticism is very noticeable by
crowned in Westminster Abbey.
its absence.
_^
Now that George has been successfully
The incoming freshman class of last fall crowned, and the English businessmen have
came here showing signs of spirit and en- a nice profit there will be room once more
thusiasm. We all remember when they on the front pages of the newspaper for the
staged their rebellion over the matter of sit-down strikes and for stories of the Spanwearing r a t caps. The rebellion, though ish War.

We realize that this is the first of the last two weeks of this year.
But still we feel rather put out at the way people are being so inconsiderate and uncooperative. Maybe no news is good news but its bad
news to us. In other words, what's bad is good and what's good is
good too, unless its bad, and if it is, well that's just too bad.
Until the other day we had never i
- —
thought to look around us a t the committees lately, and what a fuss.
various ways our fellow students It is rumored that one of the more
find to express their inner emo- illustrious took three lawyers and
tions and secret delights. We owe a plain-clothes man in with him to
our delightul pastime to "Preach- insure his future,
ertainly
er" Edwards. Send in an old eol- makes us glad that
n't Senlar with your name and address, iors, and if after seven years or
and on it "Mr. Edwards" printed more, we still don't hit the mark,
learly, plus the usual dime, and j we won't be unhappy. This inbei'll be glad to let you have a tween ;
too blissful.
techni-color film of our registerBut nevertheless, we are going
ing apparatus in action. At any to miss these Seniors. Can you
rate, to continue, the "Preacher" imagine coming out of Beanery and
has become terrifically attached to not finding "Butterball" Mower
either the Dinky line's new stretch waiting for Mac Arthur? And
of freight cars, or else the engi- how about that walking phenomena
neer. We have not been able to Barring-puss—how many of us will
decide which it is as yet, but the miss his tremendous, gaping yawns
fact remains that as Professor across a cheery English table or
(row your boat) Bradley is busy so ? And what of that Lauterbach,
fighting the Civil War, (time: 10 "Hey, boy" or "Hello, girl", in his
minutes and 50 seconds)—or the own duck-footed way? And the
World War, (time: 5 minutes flat) idol of Lander's, Mr. Collinson, at
Mr. Edwards rises in his seat like almost any hour of the day? And,
a man answering a call from the last but by no means least, (who
spirit world at the first small rum- will ever have nightmares withble of choo choo. As the thing out Bam in them once they've made
approaches and shakes the beaver- his boo-ing acquaintance) Mr.
board, which surrounds us, the Bamboo, who does so add a cheery
noise prevents the professor's gems note of color to anything on which
from reaching our ears, and we he plants himself? Ah, yes—they
can't even hear Warren Hume, and all the others will leave a wide
which )s something. So we are all gap in the Rollins Family circle.
very happily given the opportunity But every darned one of them is
to rest our admiring gaze on the the bad penny type which is bound
figure which rocks back and forth to show up sooner or later. They'll
on its heels, a pencil poised in one probably take up residence near
hand, the other just resting in enough to haunt us all. (Perish
space; the mouth unbuttoned, and the thought.)
its whole expression telling a tale
And so the time draws near and
of incredulity, amazement, longing, we suddenly feel we must make up
and tenderness. What a picture— lost sunburn time, and put our
and the wonder of it all is that we noses on double duty in snarley
are treated to this spectacle about Jasmine clusters, so that on our
three or four times a week, accord- return home we may appear mysing to the Dinkey schedule, and to terious and semi-tropical.
this sight of a lifetime do we owe
the train of thought which led us
into other observations. For instance, have you ever watched a
Theta Kappa Nu's expression when
a Phi Delta Theta comes within
10 feet of him ? True loue, if ever

Worms Help Rajph L.
Emmons Earn W a y
Throug-h Michigan U.

it.
Since last week's column, it
seems the campus has become footconscious. We are tickled to death
to note that as we sit in our blunder bus and ogle, they who pass
put on their Sunday-go-to-meeting
strut, and are most cautious as
they lift and drop each little bootie.
This eagerness has caused more
than one trip or stumble, and much
amusement. But not everyone has
developed feet inferiority complexes, for it seems that foot-consciousness has brought forward the
Gamma Phi feet into the open and
they flaunt them a la bare to the
winds. They must have gotten a
good scraping as they danced on
the Solarium stones, but then, anything to keep cool on these warm
nights.
Our poor, dear Seniors have
been coming up before their Senior
we

HIGHLIGHTS IN THE NEWS

CONSERVATORY
NOTES

What planet i

visible?

A. Mars—the immediate neighbor of our Earth on the side opposite to the Sun. It rises about 8:30
P. M. (one-half hour earlier each
week) north of east on the horizon
in the constellation Scorpio. I t is
easily recognized by its glowing
red color, and by the steadiness of
its light. The twinkling which
characterized the stars, especially
near the horizon, is lacking for
Mars except for very windy nights.
Through the telescope, Mars appears as a disk, just as the full
moon does to the naked eye, but
the coloring and markings are
quite different. Beside the general
red color, perceptible to the unaided eye. Mars shows a region of
light green near one of its poles,
with heavy, darker green blotches
below that, then a small band of
yellow shading off into the general red of the larger part of the
disk. The red rocks and probably
sandy deserts account for the red
and yellow of Mars. The green is
what we might expect—some sort
of vegetation. It appears in one
hemisphere in the Martian Sprint,
when the polar caps melt or disappear and one-half a Martian year
later (a Martian year contains
22V2 months) in the opposite hemisphere. It is the same sort of
phenomenon which occurs on our
earth every spring and fall in the
northern and southern hemispheres.
Mars is one and one-half times
as far from the Sun as is our
Earth; and, therefore, receives
much less light and heat. In addition its atmosphere is rarefied
compared to that of the Earth,
especially in its oxygen content,
iequently, conditions for plant
and more especially for animal life
unfavorable. In fact it is very
doubtful if the latter exists on
Mars in its higher forms. Earth
people would find living extremely
difficult if not utterly impossible on
Mars.

From the maelstrom of spring
recitals we emerge- to offer our
congratulations to Misses Peters
and Melcher, who looked sweet
enough to eat (and who very probably do). Not forgetting Miss
Dailey and her able colleague, Mr.
Mallard, who really went to town.
Our biggest, black cigar to the
The diameter of Mars is about
lady who sat in front of us a t the
.e-half that of the Earth or twice
recital the other night. The peace- that of the Moon; its volume is
ful "sons dans I'air du soir" were about one-eighth and its mass only
somewhat shattered by a distinct one-tenth that of the Earth. It is
crr-runch as our little palsywalsy also extremely flat or smooth—
bravely brought to a close the
thout mountains—as compared
brief life of a, humble cockroach.
th both the Earth and t h e Moon.
As she shuffled to a seat in the That is why its surface features,
opposite row she was heard mut- through the telescope show very
tering, "I was always afraid of little detail aside from rock color
them things anyhow". A slightly and green vegetation, occasional
smaller cigar to Mr. Erie who was dark lines, and, in the right seanigh onto being caught napping sons, the white polar caps.
when it came time to play his solo
at Vespers Wednesday.
Rattle! A-aa-ka-Choo! Then to
Sunday morning, 9:00 A. M. An the lilting melody on the organ, a
assemblage of half the choir mem- game is in progress; our director
bers in "just got u p " voice . . . rePIG!! Well, I don't k n o w hearsal makes one wonder how the anyhow it's time to rise and shine,
service will be gotten through. . . Herman is swinging the closing
Pandemonium reigns in the dress- hymn. AMEN.
ing rooms. Pee-Wee, after dressFor the hottest, swingiest jazz
ing all her "girls", in a dither dons tunes, may we refer you to the
Meeker's robe. . . Finally the pro- ''Jamboliers" heard over WDBO
cession is formed; then a sudden last week. This super jam team,
hush settles on the group; the line •'Foggy Bus" Erie, T. "Slap-bass"
of march has begun. . . While the Klebsattel and our gude friend
Litany is in progress. Page lightly from Orlando, J. Stonebreaker, is
weaves his way from the reader's out for no good. Prenez garde!
stand through the soprano section
And now we shall close, and for
to his own place for the anthem. . .
. J.'s benefit "surreptitiously"
Moments of silence; Crash! Rattle! eal away.

CLIPSfrom other
Mary had a little skirt.
And it was very tight;
Who gives a damn
For Mary's lamb.
With Mary's calves in sight?

newspapers

His wife, determined to cure
him of his evil ways, with the aid
of a sheet and an electric torch,
transformed herself into a fair resemblance of a ghost. She went
in and shook the drunkard.
"Whah T h a t ? " murmured the
toper.
"This is the devil," came the
answer in sepulchral tones.
"Shake hands, old horsh, I married your sister."—Annapolis Log.

Quivering Voice: "Why, sir, I
love your daughter so much that
I'd—why, I'd even go through fire
for her."
Mr. Hicklin: "All I can say is
The lowly worm helped Ralph L. that if you would you'd be a
Emmons, federal attorney, earn his silly ash."
way through college.
Being a live mummy isn't any
Picking worms off the Univerfun, is the lament of a student in
To me the greatest gamble in the school of drama a t the Unisity of Michigan golf cours? was
one of the odd jobs' that contribut- all history was that of Lady Godi- versity of Oklahoma. He had to
va. She put everything she had stand still while ten make-up men
ed to his getting an education.
"The job paid me 20 cents an on a horse . . . Salome, the first worked for three hours on him,
hour," said Emmons. "Attendants woman to discover the relation pasting strips of gummed paper
poured a chemical on the ground between gauze and effect . . . and around his body.
to bring the worms to the surface. recall—the best column in Horse
history,
Stu Brook's
"About
The chain letter disease has
I picked them up.
Town"
member his one about broken out again in the form of a
"I did everything to scrape
the book
necktie exchange a t Oberlin Colsex
life
among
the
money together. I washed dishes,
Indians, o
'The Lust of the Mo- lege. Ca.mpus rumor has it that
beat carpets and swept sidewalks.
the girls are thinking of starting
hicans."
The worm-picking job helped me
a silk stocking chain. With a run
get an unexpected job."
There was a young man from of luck, some hose-hoper-for will
get 27 pairs.
Chicago,
To learn about the health habits Who wanted to see a buzz-saw go,
of the black widow spider, John So he put down his face
And may we add to your favorite
Pierson, zoology student a t Ore- Very close to the place.
collection of similes—as dumb as
gon State College, watches the ink- And the doctor said, "Where did the freshman who washed her hair
colored captives for an hour daily.
his jaw g o ? "
in Lifebuoy to make it red.
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ARS SPLIT SERIES WITH FLORIDA; BEAT STETSON, 12-5
HILLSBOROUGH WINS Is Bob Feller's Arm Just Temporarily Sore^ ROLLINS GOES ON
HIGH SCHOOL BALL
or Is He in for Trouble?
BATTING SPREE TO
BY IRVING UIX
CONTEST SATURDA Y
BEAT GATORS, 14-9
Ihampionship Gives Them Two Legs On Spies
phy; Score 10 Runs In Lucky Seventh To
Beat New Smyrna 12-3

Tro-

A favored Hillsborough team from Tampa, won the annual State
ligh School baseball tournament sponsored by Rollins College, Saturj^ by ramming ten runs across the plate in the seventh inning to
>ak a 1-1 deadlock and decisively defeat New Smyrna, 12-3, in the
inals.
. .
The state championship gives
[illsborough two legs on the Spies
iphy which must be won three
Imes in order to become the perlanent possession of any team,
akeland, the defending champions
liis tournament, also has one

WOMEN
IN
SPORTS

Before a crowd of nearly two
undred and fifty New Smyrna
Idly excited at having their
fam m the finals of the
)umament for the first time, the
lew Smyrna boys stepped out
last half of the first to push
cross a counter. This tied the
ame because the Tampa team had
iso tallied in the first half.
For the next five innings both
ams played fine ball and gave
he rival pitchers, Johnson of Ne
Imyrna and Fernandez of Hill
wrough good support. In tl
ourth New Smyrna had runne]
first and third as a result of
wo hits, but Fernandez tightened
own and struck out one man while
lie other popped to short.
Score Ten Runs
The hectic seventh began with
luarez, Tampa's catcher who has
nade all-state three times, blasting
, hit into left and then the Hillsorough big guns opened with a
larrage of hits which scored three
uns and left the bases full. After
mjo more runs came in, Jones reieved Johnson with the bases still
oaded and proceeded to force three
nore runs across the plate through
lis wildness. Johnson who had
noved to first returned to the
nound and finally managed to reire the side after Suarez got his
econd hit of the inning and a
leatly worked squeeze-play brought

The first round of the Archery
tournament has been completed
with the Pi Phis leading with 357
points, the Alpha Phis are in second place with 300 points and the
Gamma Phis third with 245 points.
Elizabeth Mills has a total of 222
points to lead the field. Lynn Barrett is second with 176 points, followed by Jane Miller with 156 and
Margo Colvin with 144.
The tennis tournament is not
finished yet. There are still a lot
of doubles to be played and only
two weeks left to play.
Last week the Alpha Phis defeated the Gamma Phis 48 to 3D
in the volleyball tournament. Perry Oldham and Silvia Lima were
high scorers for the Alpha Phis
and Peggy Whiteley and Ann Roper for the Gamma Phis. The same
afternoon the Thetas defeated the
Kappas 49 to 32. The Kappas
scored a great number of points
in the second half to almost catch
up with the Thetas. Babe Smith
and Ruth Blunden were high scorers for the Kappas and Betty
Myers and Anne Whyte were high
for the Thetas. On Thursday the
Pi Phis scored 2 points in the last
few minutes to defeat the Kappas
34 to 32. Babe Smith and Ruth
Blunden were again high for the
Kappas and Ruth Bradley and Betty Harbison leading for the Pi
;. The Independents then defeated the Gamma Phis 60 to 28.
e Roper and Lynn Barrett
2 high for the Gamma Phis and
Jane Damm and Sue Terry for the
Independents.
Three games will have been
played Tuesday, May 18th, the
Kappas vs. Independents, Gamma
Phi vs. Pi Phi, and Theta vs. Alpha
Phi.
The Thetas and the Alpha
Phis are still undefeated and so
this game decides the winner. This
should be a very exciting game (we
trust it was) and both teams will
be playing their best. The Pi Phis
are now in second place having
won two and lost three. The volleyball and archery tournaments
will complete Intramurals for the
year and the winner of the Lander
trophy will be announced on Honors Day.

Each team collected two runs in
ghth and ninth innings, but
n run splurge of Tampa's in
;he seventh practically ended any
loubt as to the ultimate winner.
To gain the finals, Hillsborough
m roughshod over a West Palm
leach team which was considerably
Iter than the lop-sided score of
1-3 would indicate. Again it was
seventh inning in which Hillslugh, with seven Cubans on the
1, sewed up the contest. They
icored five runs in this frame.
Tampa Beats Apalachicola
I In the semi-finals Hillsborough
Befeated Chapman High of Apalachicola, 6-2. The West Florida
team prevented any batting rallies
10 get started as they ably supportEd their lone pitcher, Robbins, but
Ihe Tampan's nicked him for lone
tallies in the fifth, sixth, seventh
Ind ninth innings to move out
Gainesville had
ihead.
ond and third in the seventh but
; unable to bring them across,
New Smyrna reached a finals
ingle at this crucial moment
berth by eliminating Milton High
Dn Thursday afternoon and then would have tied up the game and
lumped Landon High of Jackson- forced a play-off the next day, but
fille, 6-2. New Smyi-na's defeat in Robbins, the Apalachicola hurler,
the finals was their first loss of forced the next man to ground out,
the season, the small East Coast second to first.
team having beaten Andrew JackRussell Stars in Field
»n High of Jacksonville, Daytona
The outstanding fielding plays
Beach and Winter Park.
of the day were made by Stowe
^Gainesville Loses
of New Smyrna and Russell of
Gainesville had hard luck in its Chapman. Russell, playing center
opening game with Chapman of field, made two long one-handed
Apalachicola when a cloudburst in- tabs of hard hit balls which were
terrupted proceedings in the first labeled for at least doubles. Both
tches were made on the dead
bif of the eighth inning. Chapn and prevented Tampa from
nan scored a trio of tallies in the
first and second innings to gain a getting their batting attack under
Wmmanding lead but Gainesville way against his team.
Stowe featured
the
infield
Wntinued to hack away at the lead
t»y scoring a run In the fourth and play with several beautiful plays
hard hit ball over second. He
» brace of tallies in the sixth and
over from his shortstop posi«venth. Chapman scored one run
in the sixth to bring the score up tion and scooped up the balls on
run and tossed the surprised
to 7-5 in favor of Chapman, when
runners out at first.
the downpour ended the game.

All-State High School Team
Pitchers—Acosta, Hillsborough; Jones, New Smyrna.
Catcher—Suarez, Hillsborough.
First Base—Johnson, New Smyrna.
Second Base—Vallee, Hillsborough.
Shortstop—Stowe, New Smyrna.
Third Base—Stoivell, West Palm Beach.
Left Field—Orihuela, Hillsborough
Center Field—B. Russell, Apalachicola.
Right Field—Hardman, Landon of Jacksonville.
Utility Outfielder—Fernandez, Hillsborough.
Utility Infielder—Clifton, New Smyrna,

CLEVELAND. — B o b FeUer's
involuntary sitdown is stirring up more talk than all the
other 200 major league ball players have been able to cause.
The young strikeout sensation
Df the Cleveland Indians has the
fans wonring and the expert?
shaking their heads, wisely bui
sadly.
He has had a sore arm slnct
his first game of the season
when he struck out 11 St. Louis
Browns in six innings, but Ios!
The soreness is in the forearn-^
near the elbow.
Feller, the Cleveland manage
ment, and the Indians' physician
say that he'll be all right. Bu'
even they are beginning to ge'
a little perturbed over the fail
ure of the soreness to disappen'

Score Eleven Runs In Two Innings To Sew Up Game;
Florida Takes Opener As Willis
Pitches Two-Hit Ball
By WENDY DAVIS
The Rollins baseball forces closed their 1937 season this past weekend by splitting their two game series with the University of Florida
and beating Stetson University in DeLand Monday night. After dropping the first game of their doubleheader in Gainesville by the score
of 7-1, the Tars came back in the streamlined nightcap to take that
contest 14-9.
Coach McDowall's charges finished one of the most successful
seasons in years in winning twelve
games while losing only three. The
University of Florida series was
the only series that the Tars dropped, Florida beating the Tars twice
while the home forces won one and
tied another.

VARSIIY BOAT
TO GO NORTH

Most baseball experts say thai
although there Isn't anything se
riously wrong with Feller's a m
now, he will always be troublec
with this same lingering ach<
after each game he pitches. Thesay that his delivery Isn't smooth
but is jerky and that he puts <
severe strain on his wing witi
each pitch.
T^HERE are some who believ
that even when this sorenesdisappears he won't be the sam?
pitcher he was. He will lose hi^
fearful speed either because ol
some physical hurt or some mental fear.
You see, they think that ever.
If the arm is okay he will always
feel — subconsciously — that he
should hold back a little to prevent a recurrence.
There are some shrewd baseball men who declare that, sore
arm or no. Feller won't be a
winning pitcher this year, nor
maybe for two or three because
of his inexperience.
Rogers Hornsby, manager of
the St. Louis Browms, whose
team beat Feller, 4-3, In the
game in which he hurt his arm,
thinks that Feller will have the
same trouble throughout the season that he had against his team.
Feller had one bad inning—the
first—when he walked a couple
of men and allowed Rollie Hemsley to drive them home with a
timely single.
"He'll have that one bad Inning every day," Hornsby says.

E BY A HEAD
Repeats Derby Triumph In
Preakness; Pompoon 2nd
ODDS ON HORSE ARE LOW
Scoring his second major turf
victory in a week. War Admiral,
little brown son of the invincible
Man O'War, nosed out Pompoon,
to win the $50,000 Preakness by
a head, Saturday.
With forty-five thousand spectators roaring their excitement.
War Admiral again turned back
the bid of Pompoon, owned by J.
J. Louchheim, in time which was
only a fifth of a second off the
track record for the one-mile and
three-sixteenths course as the
horses finished in the same order
as in the Kentucky Derby. The
time was 1:58.4.
Whereas he had an easy time
taking the Derby, War Admiral
was extended to the limit of his
capabilities, as his main rival for
three-year-old honors spurted in
the last three-sixteenths of a mile
to make the finish the closest in
the forty-seven years of the Preakness running.
A new record would undoubtedly have been set had not the track
been slow due to previous rains.
Flying Scot was six lengths behind
in taking third place while Mosawtre gained the last money position.
As a result of the victory, War
Admiral joins a select group of
five other horses who have triumphed in both the Derby and the
Preakness. The other double winners were Sir Barton, Gallant Fox,
Burgoo King, Omaha, and Bold
Venture, last year's long-shot win-

Will Row Against Williams,
Manhattan and Washington
And Lee
R.

LITTLE

IS

STROKE

Team Averages One Hundred
And Seventy-Five Pounds
The Rollins varsity crew will
leave Saturday morning in three
carloads for an invasion on northern waters which will include races
against Washington and Lee, Manants' outfielder who has been hattan, Williams.
"It'll be enough to beat him each
having headaches ever since betime, too."
Besides Coach Bradley, those
ing beaned by Feller in an exhiMuddy Ruel, wise old Chicago
bition game, says the boys should making the trip will be: Captain
White Sox, who caught Walter
be able to bunt Bob out of the R. Little at stroke, Don Matthews
Johnson, among others, says that
league. . . . "He's clumsy and at 7, Joe Knowles, 6, Jack Roy, 5,
baserunners will steal Feller's
can't handle bunts," says Leiber.
shirt. . . . "He's no good with
Meanwhile, Cleveland's fans Warren Hume, 4, Ted Reed, 3, Jack
men on base," says Ruel, "and I
anxiously await young Feller's Barrington, 2, and "Kelly" Koedon't care how good he is, he
return to the mound. He ma> chert, bow. George Waddell will
can't keep them from getting on
be the difference between a pen- make the trip as first substitute
now and then. And when they
nant winner and just anothoi
do—they're practically home."
and Mo Miller will cox.
Cleveland team.
Hank Leiber, New York GiThe Tars, making their first appearance up north since their upset victory over Manhattan last
spring, are a much improved crew.
Last Friday the Rollins sweepswingers hauled their shell over
the Lake Maitland course in the
fast time of seven minutes and
thirty-five seconds which eclipsed
the all-time Rollins crew record by
By BILL BINGHAM
eight seconds.
The Rollins crew has been unThe Tars split two games with Florida in Gainesville over the weekdergoing strenuous daily workouts
end in the final series of the year for the Rollins baseball team. Ken
ever since the race with WashingWillis, Florida's ace moundsman, handcuffed the Tars with three hits
j ton and Lee in April and are in the
and one run while the Gator batters were banging away for a run or
pink of condition. The Tar oarstwo an inning which finally totaled up to a 7-1 decision for Florida.
men will weigh in at about one
hundred and seventy-five pounds,
which is the heaviest of any former
This shellacking got the Tar dander up and they went out for
Rollins crew, and average close to
blood in the second game of the doubleheader. The Rollins batsix feet in height.
ters piled all over three Gator hurlers for six runs in the initial inning and five more in the second. When the smoke of battle
The Tars' first engagement will
cleared Rollins had a 14-9 victory.
be a return meeting with Washington and Lee whom they defeated by approximately seven lengfths
An interesting factor was that the first game of the twin bill was
in the South's first intercollegiate
played according to regulation baseball precedent with the pitcher and
crew race in April. This race will
infielders warming up between innings and the usual stalling delays
be on May 25. Williams College
while the second game was played under the new "streamline" rules
will be met on the 28th and then
which Frank Wright, publicity director at the University, is experithe crew will probably take part
menting with.
in the New York Rowing Association regatta on the 30th. A race
Under "streamline" rules all warmups are eliminated and balls
with Manhattan will close the seaare called on the pitcher if he delays the game while strikes are
called on the batter if he procrastinates. The "streamline" game
is certainly faster for the second game was four minutes faster
than the opener despite the fact that there were twenty-four hits
which totaled up to twenty-three runs while in the first game
there were but thirteen hits for eight runs.
Sensation of the game Is youthful Bob Feller as he winds ap
for a fast one,at Cleveland's League Park, as shown above. In^et
Is a Feller eloseup.

NEWS AND VIEWS
OF SPORTS

Hillsborough High School of Tampa won the State Baseball
tournament sponsored by Rollins College and the fans got a great
kick out of watching the Cuban team go through its paces. Listening to the chatter in the dugout, one would think that they
were cheering some toreador about to enter the bull ring. The
flow of Spanish comes from their lips much more naturally than
English. When English is spoken the sentence has to be thought
out in advance while the Spanish comes spontaneously.

The Hillsborough outfit was the best coached team in the tournament. They took advantage of every poor throw by the opposition
to gain an extra base, covered up their own throws at first and third,
The odds on War Admiral were bunted cleanly and batted intelligently. They obviously had a better
low. A two dollar ticket payed knowledge of baseball fundamentals and the technicalities of the
only two dollars and seventy cents, game than the other teams entered.
while Pompoon payed but two dolCarl Hubbell continues to score victory after victory for the
lars and forty cents for place ponone-too-strong New York Giants. His winning streak of twentysition on a two dollar ticket.
one straight breaks the record held by a former Giant hurler.
Rube Marquard. King Carl, and he richly deserves the title, has
The University of Southern Caliwon five of the eleven victories taken by the Giants. It is rightly
fornia's twin sky-climbers, Earle
said that no one really recognizes genius until after the man has
Meadows and Bill Sef ton, estabbecome inactive and this will certainly be true of Hubbell.. Allished a new world's pole vault
though he now has a great reputation he will be nothing short
record by clearing the bar at 14
of legendary after his retirement.
feet, 8 inches.

In the Stetson game, with a revamped lineup, the Tars scored in
all but three innings, five runs
coming across the plate in the
eighth inning. After coming from
behind to tie the score in the fourth
at two all, Rollins picked up two
runs in the fifth, one in the sixth,
two in the seventh and five in the
eighth.

Lefty Thurmo Thurmone MacPherson pitched seven innings and
Jim Mobley finished up for Rollins in this game. Graduation
work and exams kept George Miller, Don Murray and PVank Daunis from playing. Kettles caught,
Goodwin was on first and Chick
Prentice played right field.
Thurmo MacPherson allowed six
walks but struck out five in his
six-inning tenure on the mound and
was constantly in hot water. Even
reliable Jim Mobley gave up four
walks and hit a batter in the three
innings he pitched.
Joe Justice, Goodwin, Kettles,
and Gillespie each got two hits.
Joe connected foi" the longest blow
of the night, a terrific drive into
deep left center which went for a
triple. Goose Kettles poled out a
double and a single.
Playing under arc lamps for the
first time this season, Rollins experienced much difficulty in the
field. However, timely hitting off
the fireball slants of Lynn Warren, Stetson's football speedster,
Jack Makemson was elected cap- put the ball game on ice.
tain of next year's varsity swimSenoritis
ming team at a dinner given TuesCoach McDowall loses four men
day by Coach Fleetwood Peeples,
for members of the varsity team. by graduation for next year's club
Paul Twachtman was elected the . . . George Miller, Goose Kettles,
Chick Prentice, and Sweet Pea
new manager.
Goodwin are the seniors. . . McThose attending were Nelson Dowall felt pleased at the showing
Marshall, Paul Alter, former Cap- of this year's aggregation and
tain Johnny Nichols, Dick Tully, looks forward to a better club next
Tommy Costello, Jack Makemson, year. . . With the addition of two
Jim Edwards, and Dick Alter. The winning pitchers the Tars could
team discussed plans for arrang- take on the best baseball clubs in
ing meets for next year.
the South. . . The infield, which
looked weak at the beginning of
Because he cribbed on a two-hour the season with the loss of Gerard
exam, a student at Nebraska State Kirby and Tom Hoskins, came to
College stood up before the 100 the fore and McDowall should feel
members of his zoology class and hopeful. . . It is hoped, however,
apologized to them, the instructor that a better schedule can be lined
up for next season. . . The list of
and the school.
setups on this year's schedule was
entirely too frequent for the type
The atomic theory is not new. It of ball that the Tars play. . . Playwas advanced 2',000 years ago by ing less formidable teams as the
Epicurus, the Greek philosopher, Tars played this yeai^, makes it all
and Luci'etius, the Latin poet, say the more difficult when they meet
two professors at the University of such teams as Southeastern and
Michigan.
Florida.

Makemson Chosen To
Captain Swim Team
F o r Coming Season

It is rather doubtful if the streamline game will ever transplant the
regulation game as it is now played, but it might tum out to be a
handy way of hastening games when one or both teams has to catch
an early train as sometimes happens in the major leagues.

Friday's postponed game was
played as part of a doubleheader
on Satui'day at Gainesville. Ken
Willis, ace of the Florida moundsmen, limited the Tars to two hits
in the first game as his teammates
got toHal Brady for two runs in
the first, one in the second, one
in the fourth, two more in the
sixth and one in the seventh.
Tars On Batting Spree
The Tars went on a batting
spree in the second game. In the
first inning, hits by Murray, Gillespie and Miller in addition to
three walks and two errors by
Florida, brought six Tar runs. In
the second inning, Rollins continued its batting by scoring five
runs. Eight hits rattled off Tar
bats before Florida could stop the
deluge. Curry B^ady led the attack in this inning with two hits,
while Rick Gillespie doubled.
Coach McDowall's boys collected
13 hits from three Gator moundsmen. Curry Brady led the heavy
hitting with three blows, one a
triple. Goose Kettles made four
hits and Don Murray, Joe Justice,
and Rick Gillespie collected two
hits apiece.

THE

SIX

ON AND OFF
CAMPUS
Skippy Arnold drove to Jacksonville with her uncle Saturday.
Bliz Blunden spent Saturday in
Gainesville and Sunday in Leesburg with George Miller.
Dick Alter drove to Vero Beach
Saturday, where he was the guest
of Mr. and Mrs. Waldo Sexton Saturday night and Sunday.
Grace Terry spent the week-end
at her home in Tampa.
Polly Raoul and Johnny Turner
spent the week-end at Polly's home
in Sarastota.
Ruth Scott spent Saturday and
Sunday in Tampa at the home of
Marie Winton.
Lilah Nelson drove to her home
in Leesburg for the week-end.
Ruth Conner spent the week-end
with Zan Birkbeck in Mount Dora.
Marilyn Tubbs spent Saturday
and Sunday at her home in Melbourne.
Betty Schoening, Alice Booth,
Paul Travers, Andre Billy, Robert
SpuiT, and Fentress Gardner spent
Saturday night at the Pelican.
Bunny Gardner, Lynne Barrett,
Jessie Steele, Frances Godwin, and
Dean Gregg spent Saturday at the
Pelican.

Rollins A Cappella
Choir Entertained
At Formal Banquet
The Rollins A Cappella Choir
entertained its members and guests
a t a formal banquet held at the
PeiTydell, at 7 o'clock last evening.
Besides the members of the
choir and Christopher Honaas,
choirmaster, guests were Dr. Holt,
Dean and Mrs. W. S. Anderson,
Dean and Mrs. C. A. Campbell,
Mr. and Mrs. Barbour, honorary
members; Mrs. Wilcox, Mrs. Ford,
and Clara Adolphs.
The senior girls were presented
with corsages.
Hazel Bowen, social chairman of
the choir, was in charge of decorations and arrangements.

ROLLINS
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Inquiring Reporter
Solarium Is Scene of Activity
For Guests

Jane Russell: I think they should because they owe it to
the graduates.

SPAGHETTI

Carol George: I can't imagine students facing more than
once such an ordeal.

The Solarium was the scene of
much activity last Sunday night,
when the new initiates of Gamma
Phi Beta gave a party for the
chapter and guests. The party was
called a spaghetti party and well
called it was for that was the main
dish served. Olga Matthews, Elsie
Moore, Eloise Arnold,
Peggy
Whiteley, and Aroxie Hagopian
were the hostesses for the evening.
After dinner every one joined in
and sadly attempted a Virginia
Reel, but after a few bare-footed
tries it was given up. Some wealthy souls loosened up and gambled
with the jerk organ and this time
every one danced as they knew
how to dance.
Then the party was tired of
dancing, they went swimming in
the moonlight, and for a while
happy shouts filled the quiet night.
From the gaiety and the amount
of laughter heard, one may judge
that the party was most successful.
The guests included Cathie Bailey, Richard Belden, Ruth Hill,
Robert Belden, Ann Roper, Tommy Costllo, Alleyne Grimmer, Joe
Matthews, Emily Herzfeld, Fentress Gardner, Sarah Dean, William Twitchell, Jewel Lewter,
Katherine Moore, Marilyn Tubbs,
Dante Cetrulo, Marita Steuve,
George Gabriel, Dan Hope, Pete
Munroe, Dr. Armstrong, Miss
Moore, Mr. West, Lynne Barrett,
Jack West, Mr. and Mrs. M. M.
Smith.

Grace Fazen: Yes, it should be compulsory with the exception of special cases.
Jere Collinson: Absolutely, it's a very impressive ceremony
and what's a day more at college, anyway?
Bill Scheu: Juniors should, as a compliment to the class
whose place they take. For others, optional. After all, home
looks pretty good at this time of year.
Bill Barr: Yes, because it adds to the school spirit and it is
often the last opportunity to see the friends one makes in the
senior class.
Gorgeous George Victor, Chirp Chirp Atwood, Ollie Wittmer: What we need is a vacation the sooner the better. Then,
we can go off the wagon.

1 RECITAL IS
Dailey, Pianist, and Mallard,
Tenor, Perform

Engagement of Miss
Brothers Announced
The engagement of Miss Katherine Brothers '33, daughter of Mrs.
John Parkerson Brothers of Birmingham, Ala., to Mr. Robert Roper Scales, Jr., of Greenville, S. C ,
was announced recently.

Miss Brothers was a member of
Gamma Phi Beta sorority at Rollins.
Amelia Dailey, pianist, and Law
The wedding will take place in
Mallard, tenor, presented the last
Birmingham the latter part of
Junior recital of the season in the»
June.
Woman's Club last Saturday evening, Mrs. Emelie Dougherty was
Mr. Mallard's accompanist.
The singer's first group included songs of Handel, Brahms, Lalo,
and Handel. The Lalo was very
nice. It was a French love song
from the opera, "Le Roi d'Ys".
The Kappa Alphas entertained
Bach's difficult Chromatic Fan- the Alumni Club at an informal
tasy and Fugue was the pianist's smoker at the chapter house Monfirst number. Miss Dailey went day night. May 17.
through it with the greatest of
ease, revealing her impeccable
technique and good musicianship.
She is always careful about small
details, which is so thrilling in a
performance.
Miss Elizabeth McDonald Davis,
Two negro spirituals, Sin and
Rollins '34, daughter of Mrs. Rob- When I Get to Heaven, arranged
ert Lee Davis of Tampa, and John by Maney, closed the singer's secCurtis Mills, son of Mrs. J. G. Ken- ond part of the program. Mr. Malsett of Tampa, were married Sat- lard is perfectly at home with this
urday afternoon. May 15, in a can- type of song and he sang them
dlelight service at the home of the beautifully.
bride.
The concert closed with three
Miss Celestina McKay, '34, was piano numbers. Polonaise in G
the bride's only attendant.
sharp Minor of Chopin, Two Poems
While at Rollins the bride was a (Op. 32) by Scriabine and Liszt's
member of Pi Beta Phi and was Concert Etude in D ..flat major.
pledged to Phi Beta.
Scriabine is so lovely in itself that
The couple will live in Tampa.
it seemed to be the most effective
of the group.
Mrs. Emelie Dougherty accompanied Mr. Mallard with her usual
excellence.
Mr. and Mrs. George C. Cartwright announce the marriage of
their daughter, Margaret May, to
Mr. Leonard L. John of Philadelphia and Orlando.
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Hale, of BainThe ceremony was performed in
the Frances Chapel by Dr. Charles bridge, Ga., announce the engageA. Campbell, Friday moi-ning. May ment of their daughter, Mary, to
Mr. Dexter E. Ward, Rollins '34,
15, at 10 o'clock.
After a three month's trip to of Tavares.
The marriage will take place at
California, they will be at home at
the Amherst Apartments in Or- the First Methodist Church, Bainbridge, Ga., June 26.
lando.

CALENDAR FOR THE WEEK
5:00

Do you think that undergraduates should attend
graduation?

TOOK PLACE SATURDAY

Kappa Alphas Give
Smoker On Monday

IS

WEDNESDAY, MAY 19. 193

SANDSPUR

SERVED

rTe recent fire at Brown University destroyed the notes William L.
Kubie was going to use in wi'iting
his senior thesis. He had spent a
year in gathering the material.

Pelican Is Refuge
For Many Students i
Seeking Coolnes

WEDNESDAY, MAY 19
Pinal Organ Vespers of the year at Knowles Memorial Chapel.
Alumni Senior Dinner at the College Commons.
Senior Recital. Mary Jane Meeker. Annie Russell
Theatre.

Last Sunday the Pelican wa
again the rendezvous for man
Rollins students. Those who wer
seen at Coronado Sunday were Ss'
rah and Priscilla Smith, Colin Cuil
THURSDAY, MAY 20
ningham. Bill Scheu, Barbar
8:00 French Club Final Meeting. Mme. Bowman's Home.
Babb, Ted Reed, Carol Valentin!
8:15 Sprague Oratorical Contest in the Annie Russell TheaBunny Gardner, Jack Makemsoi
tre.
Myron Savage, Phil Lesh, A l i
Taulbee, Bob Van Beynum, B e 3
SUNDAY, MAY 23
Munson, Lee Oldham, Chris ArgJ
9:45 Morning Meditation. Knowles Memorial Chapel.
ris, Mary Dudley, Mary Gulna?
Bill Webb, Bud Gregg, Gcorgi
TUESDAY, MAY 25
Fuller, Jessie Steele, Lynne Ban
4:00 Faculty, Senior Picnic. Sanlando Springs.
rett, Louis Bills, Don Ogilvie, Johii
WEDNESDAY, MAY 26
Lonsdale, Ralph Gibbs, Marcii
8:15 Dramatic Production, Laboratory Theatre. Recreation
Stoddard, Carroll Goodwin, Betti
Hall.
Jack, Art Brownell, Eugenie Wil*
liams. Jack McKay, Mr. and Mr^'
SUNDAY, MAY 30
Gregg, Jean-Ellen and Joan Fitz
10:30 The Baccalaureate Service. Knowles Memorial Chapel.
Patrick, Ralph Little, Sally an(
MONDAY, MAY 31
Marcelle Hammond, BiU Spickers
10:00 Class Day Exercises and Final Honor's Day. Annie
Richard Belden, Cathie Bailey, Jo(,
Russell Theatre.
Knowles, Jack West, Grace Fazen'
Dave Poor, Ray Hickok, Bett]
WEDNESDAY, J U N E 2
;r, Jane Richards, Ollie Witt,
10:00 Commencement Day Exercises. Annie Russell Theatre.
, Clara Butler, John Tiedtke
Mary Hurt, Opal Peters, Maivir
Scarborough, Mrs. Angela Camp,
bell and son, Mrs. Geraldine Sieg'
ler and daughter, Marjorie Weber
Bob Vogel, Mink Whitelaw, Anne
Whyte, Jeanne Crowley, Chick
Prentice, Jane Axline, and Babe
Mr. and Mrs. David A. Orebaugh,
Florida Alpha of Theta Kappa Smith.
of Chicago and Winter Park, an- Nu held a smoker Monday night.
nounce the approaching marriage May 10, at the chapter house. It
of their daughter, Virginia Grace, was given in honor of the faculty
to Watt Pearson Marchman, of members of Theta Kappa Nu.
Bartow and Winter Park.
Sandwiches, coffee, and milk
Before coming to Winter Park to were served.
Thurman MacPherson, Bill Barr,
enter Rollins, Miss Orebaugh was
a resident of Chicago. She receiv- and Bob Walker were in charge of
ed the degree of Bachelor of Music arrangements.
The last meeting of the French
from Rollins in 1935, and the BachClub is to be held Thursday eve-.
elor of Arts degree in 1936. She
ning at 8 P. M. at Madame Bow-'
is a member of Phi Mu Sorority history from Rollins. At present
an's home.
and Phi Beta.
Mr. Marchman is on the staff at
A French play, "Au Luxem-*
Mr. Marchman was graduated Rollins as archivist. He is also bourg", is to be given. The re-i
from Summerlin Institute, Bartow, corresponding secretary and libra- mainder of the evening is to bein 1929, and received the degree of rian of the Florida Historical So- spent in group singing and discus-,
Bachelor of Arts from Rollins in ciety, and secretary of the Rollins
an of current events.
;
1933. After graduation he took Press, Incorporated.
The French Club is open to all
special work in history at Duke
The wedding will be an event of students of French and it is hoped^
University, and in June will re- the early fall, and will take place that there will be a large attend-::
ceive the Master of Arts degree in in the Knowles Memorial Chapel.
6:45
8:15

Orebaugh To Become Faculty Members of
Bride Of Marchman Theta Kappa Nu Are
In Knowles Chapel Honored At Smoker

French Club Holds
Meeting Thursday
At Mme. Bowman's

Rollins Alumnus Is
Married In Evening'
Service At Tampa

,Jhat delicious aroma
couMnf be
anything eke

Margaret Cartwright
Married On Friday

Engagement of Mr.
Ward Is Announced

Mrs. William Melcher
Is New President Of
Woman's Association
The Rollins Woman
tion held a luncheon in the College
Commons Saturday, May 15. At
this time new officers for the coming year were elected.
The new officers are as follows:
Mrs. William Melcher, president;
Katherine Lewis, secretary and
treasurer; Miss Aroxie Hagopian,
Mrs. W. S. Anderson, Mrs. Magoun
and Mrs. Banzhof, executive committee.

Medals, cups, plaques and miscellaneous awards won by Don Lash,
Indiana University's great distance-runner, during his track career total up to 117.

"Mistake and be charitable," is
the motto of Midland College typists. In recent accui'acy tests, the
click-clackers had to donate an
egg or a can of tomatoes to the
Salvation Army for each error
r.ade

Romantic
Evening Fashions

Until June 1st

You'll have a yen for at least
two of these deliciously ultra
ultra frocks, so perfect are they
for end-of-the-year "sprees .
Styles include redingotes, ensembles with tiny bolero jackets and one-piece dresses TO
white and all the iridescent
rainbow colors.

for the Glamour Girl

20% Discount

to
Rollins Students & Faculty
for
ALL SHOE REPAIRS AND
POLISHES

$19.75 to $25.00

Aroma is half the
pleasure of smoking
Chesterfield's aroma is DIFFERENT
. . . m o r e pleasing...you like it better.
That's because of the way we blend and
balance Chesterfield's tnild ripe h o m e - g r o w n
tobaccos and aromatic Turkish t o b a c c o s . . . a n d
because the Chesterfield paper is P U R E and
burns without taste or odor.

Yowell-Drew's
ORLANDO
Copyrisbt 19)7. LIGGETT & Mrzus TOBACCO

CO.

(chesterfields will
give you MORE PLEASURE

